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START OF THE VIDEO

CHANGE OF PLANETARY MAGNETIC AXIS - WAS THERE GLACIATION? 

Sophia Swaruu - XII.- It is very difficult for the Poles to be reversed, more just now. That is more 
artificial fear, it will not happen. The last time it was because millions of tons of water from Tiamat 
reached the Earth, yes, because it upset all the energy dynamics of the planet. As for the incoming 
energies from other systems, it would have to be investigated with computer simulations, but I dare
say that it is basically the same once the terrestrial polarity has been reversed, but that is only 
magnetic. Magnetic poles change all the time, migrating up to miles each year. That is normal, they
only say that to alarm the population, but it has always been like that. 

Robert.- They do change ... But every time they are reversed, or are they not usually reversed? It 
is one thing to change for Kms, but can they be reversed?

Sophia Swaruu - XII.- It is not usual for them to be inverted, it takes a lot of energy for that, a 
cause. Contrary to what terrestrial "scientists" say, I never the Tiamat flood connected to the pole 
reversal. It is basic and obvious that in those circumstances that does happen.



Robert.- Right ... I haven't seen it either. Only we say it. And all those changes of the poles or 
magnetic axis I do not know if it is the same ... What impact do they have on biology? With 
terrestrial biology?

Sophia Swaruu - XII.- It's the same. It is catastrophic for biology.

Robert.- Nothing positive.

Sophia Swaruu - XII.- Mass extinctions, destruction of everything. Nothing positive.

Robert.- It's catastrophic, OK. Of course.

Sophia Swaruu - XII.- The pole shift is not related to ascension. Just because everyone dies or 
something. Nothing good.

Robert.- Thank you. So there was no Glaciation and consequently melting of the Poles causing 
the Great Flood, right?

Anéeka of Temmer.- That's right, NO, even with glaciation and melting it wouldn't cover that 
volume of water. It's a good theory, I accept it. The problem is that even official researchers, many 
if not all of the most recent and cutting-edge research, know that the 15,000-year-old Glaciation 
that was officially said never actually happened. Yes there were ice ages, but much further back, 
circa 230,000 years ago. But taking into account that time is difficult to measure in a linear way, it 
does go back 12,500 years.

Robert.- Yes. But there is something I don't understand. Something Swaruu said. And I don't know 
if Yázhi says the same. It's about the Van Allen Belts.



Swaruu of Erra IX.- This trauma has created a separation, due to the need to repress the 
unwanted and the unmanageable for the human mind. The trauma is said to be caused by the 
Earth's cataclysms, the Great Flood, and then the subsequent magnetic pole shift. (Said by) 
Michael Tsarion.
For me it is something else simpler and painfully obvious: It is the invasive artificial separation 
between the physical body and the astral and etheric body caused by the imposition of the lunar 
Matrix 12,500 years ago. Because it created a clear separation between the idea that Self is 
something physical, hard matter, and at the same time knowing internally and being something 
eternal, indestructible and etheric. Physical body hard matter vs. eternal spirit and soul. That is the 
great trauma...
So what do you think? The Ego, Carl Jung, the spirit, frequency perception, The Unified I, the 
quantum I. It takes inner work ... facing fears and traumas. Accept the negativity, hatred and all the 
negative that we all have inside. Integrate it into our being. Accepting our dark sides equally, 
because they also define us and do not worry, that the negative parts when facing the love and 
acceptance are giving dissolve only leaving behind the unified, the I, the quantum I. What you 
really are. Complete, without fragments. Invasive artificial separation between the physical body 
and the Astral and etheric body caused by the imposition of the lunar Matrix 12,500 years ago.

Anéeka of Temmer.- It is true what Swaruu says there, but from her limited point of view 
compared to Yázhi. It happens as with the densities. It is not that what Swaruu said is "wrong" but 
that it can go much further than the explanation. She is still saying there that the trauma comes 
from something that is external to humans, something forced on them, and from a surface point of 
view it is perfectly valid. Only Yázhi would see it more as in that the same trauma was something 
progressively becoming more and more serious due to the separation between the I, the Ego, 
perception of the own identity of each human individual, due to their own dynamics or vicious circle
of ideas that suit them, manifesting through the collective unconscious, what they live as an 
external and traumatic experience for them. So they are the same humans who enter into a 
dynamic of suffering that makes them only see the suffering and that manifests more suffering.
Which in turn will cause more trauma and make them compatible with negative events of their own 
making. Moving on to see that for Yázhi, the Van Allen Belts are inconsistent and only part of the 
same system and that they are not determinative for human consciousness. As if they weren't 
there. They are not important. According to Yázhi.

* * *
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